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ABSTRACT
Project ATMOSPHERE Atmospheric Education Resource Agents (AERAs) from the mid-Atlantic states conducted
their second annual regional workshop for teachers. The focus of this conference was hazardous weather. Over 150
educators from 10 states and the District of Columbia attended this one-day event held in Silver Spring, Maryland. The
workshop included presentations by meteorologists and scientists from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the Environmental Protection Agency, private corporations, and universities as well as by the AERAs themselves. The presentations were designed to develop basic understandings about hazardous weather and to provide guidance about how to deal with its effects. The orientation of the program was hands on, including a number of activities
for teachers to implement in the classroom. This conference demonstrates how educators and scientists can form partnerships to improve science education.
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The cornerstone of Project ATMOSPHERE is the
national network of teachers called Atmospheric Education Resource Agents (AERAs). These nearly 80
master teachers use their special background in the atmospheric sciences and leadership training to carry
out the American Meteorological Society (AMS) educational initiatives within the K-12 educational community. AERAs, among other things, conduct in-service training sessions for their colleagues at state, regional, or national science education conferences. It
is estimated that in the first 3 years of the AERA program, AERAs conducted approximately 1000 such
workshops nationwide for approximately 32 000 other
teachers (Geer et al. 1995).
In March 1994, AERAs from the mid-Atlantic
states organized and coordinated a special workshop
for teachers, entitled Hazardous Weather Conference
for Educators. Approximately 150 teachers, primarily
from Virginia and Maryland, attended this event.
There were presentations by AERAs, as well as by the
National Weather Service (NWS), the private sector,
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and broadcast meteorologists on topics pertaining to
hazardous weather (Smith et al. 1994). This conference demonstrated how valuable educational partnerships can be developed between AERAs and the meteorological community.

2. The 1995 workshop
On Saturday, 4 March 1995, with a possibility of
freezing rain looming appropriately in the forecast,
mid-Atlantic AERAs held their second annual Hazardous Weather Conference for Educators. This workshop was coordinated by W. Krayer (Maryland
AERA), with assistance from W. Sanford,
J. Mulvany, J. Matkins, L. Harrell (Virginia AERAs);
M. Rosenthal, R. Lees, J. Moore (New Jersey
AERAs); J. Koester (Maryland AERA); B. Smith
(Delaware AERA); R. Gird (NWS); and K. Ginger
(AMS). Sponsors for the workshop were the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)/
NWS and AMS Project ATMOSPHERE. Cooperative
support in terms of financial contributions, items for
door prizes, refreshments, materials, publicity, and human time and energy for the workshop came from a
number of sources representing professional societies,
government agencies, and the private sector, making
this event a unique partnership for science education.
E. Friday hosted the workshop at NWS Headquarters in Silver Spring, Maryland, with considerable assistance from R. Gird, H. Robinson, and
A. Georgilas. Over 150 people attended the event—
which included elementary (36), middle (29), and high
school (33) teachers—representing schools from New
Jersey to Georgia. In addition, the audience included
school administrators, consultants, meteorologists,
broadcasters, weather enthusiasts, etc. The following
is a description of the activities at this conference.
a. Opening plenary session
W. Krayer, a high school science teacher from
Gaithersburg, Maryland, greeted the conference attendees and briefly outlined the planned activities for
the day. He then introduced Friday, the host for the
conference, who presented the keynote speaker,
R. Ryan, meteorologist for WRC-TV, Washington,
D.C., and a past president of the AMS. His presentation entitled "Meteorology: A Window into Science
and Mathematics" provided valuable insights into how
meteorology can be an excellent vehicle to expose
people to science. Atmospheric phenomena can serve
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to excite and stimulate interest, promoting curiosity to
learn how and why such things as lightning, precipitation, and winds develop. He also noted the value of
developing observational skills, which are so very important for the meteorologist. Finally, Ryan closed by
stating that hazardous weather events can be valuable
tools for the teacher to enliven the classroom with realworld experiences that can affect people everyday.
Following the keynote address, the audience dispersed to attend the first of three concurrent sessions,
each containing 13 presentations on a variety of topics.
b. Concurrent sessions I
M. Rosenthal, New Jersey AERA, presented the
Project ATMOSPHERE teacher's guide, Weather
Radar: Detecting Motion. He conducted a hands-on
activity, which demonstrated aspects of the actual
wind a Doppler radar can detect. Rosenthal also constructed Doppler radar velocity images for two simple
wind patterns: a steady wind across the entire range
of the radar and a cold front passing over the radar
site. After the participants constructed these "images,"
Rosenthal concluded his session by showing transparencies of actual WSR-88D base velocity, base reflectivity, and storm total precipitation images from some
severe weather events in the St. Louis, Missouri, area.
J. Mulvany, Virginia AERA, conducted a handson workshop on the use of the NOAA Weather Radio for classroom-ready learning activities. NOAA
Weather Radio provides a very inexpensive mechanism that allows students to obtain data for graphical
analysis and interpretation. Mulvany then instructed
the attendees on two activities using data taken from
NOAA Weather Radio.
W. Sanford, Virginia AERA, presented a Project
ATMOSPHERE hands-on activity entitled "Water
Vapor: The Unseen Weather." He focused upon the
March 1993 Storm of the Century. Participants discovered how meteorologists are able to use a unique
kind of weather satellite imagery to study the role of
invisible water vapor in the development of weather
systems. To introduce the lesson, Sanford began by
showing video animations of water vapor weather
satellite imagery that illustrate the interaction of tropical and polar air masses as well as the global transport of energy from the Tropics to the middle latitudes.
He then showed viewgraphs of water vapor weather
satellite imagery in contrast to visible and infrared
images. This enabled participants to learn some of the
fundamentals of weather satellite image interpretation.
In conclusion, Sanford provided pointers for locating
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several sources of near-real-time water vapor weather
satellite imagery accessible via the Internet.
No East Coast hazardous weather conference
would be complete without a session on hurricanes.
B. Smith, Deleware AERA, using the Project ATMOSPHERE hazardous weather teacher's guide, focused
on two major aspects of a hurricane. The first was the
storm surge. The storm surge, coincident with high
tide, often sweeps over sea walls and protective sand
dunes, causing 90% of all deaths from hurricanes. In
low-lying areas, it is extremely important for evacuations to start early since more and more people move
each year to coastal regions. The Hazardous Weather
video produced by Project ATMOSPHERE graphically recalls the Hurricane of 1935 and Hurricane
Camille. As teachers often provide the initial warning for young people, the mandate to stress early and
timely evacuation needs to be relayed to this very influential group. Often people try to ride out the storm,
but the video is a reminder that few people have ever
personally experienced a level 4-5 hurricane and lived
to tell about it. Their lack of experience can place them
in great danger. Smith demonstrated a hurricane tracking activity and shared other innovative teaching
ideas. She also noted that students enjoy making warning grocery bags that some grocery stores along the
coast make available to their customers. A recent copy
of Look Up! was distributed. This listed hurricane
names through 1997 as well as some interesting NWS
information on Hurricane Andrew.
R. Scofield, research meteorologist with the National Environmental Satellite Data Information Service, called the 1990s the "decade of the water."
Events such as the East Coast winter storms (1993),
the floods of the Midwest (1993), the West Coast
winter storms (1995), and the European floods (1995)
represent examples of hazardous weather associated
with excessive precipitation. Scofield's presentations
demonstrated how satellite imagery, with particular
emphasis on the water vapor channel, can be a valuable tool for detection of such heavy precipitation
events. He noted the importance of new technological advances such as the GOES-8 satellite, which includes two new infrared bands; the polar microwave
sensors; and the WSR-88D radar, which greatly increases the ability of forecasters to predict hazardous
weather.
R. Lees, New Jersey AERA, presented a hands-on
activity that focused on following the clouds that occur when hazardous weather is approaching. He demonstrated how the Weathercycler™ can be used to
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predict weather changes associated with advancing
frontal systems. He followed this with the Project
ATMOSPHERE teacher's guide, entitled Clouds. Participants were asked to match cloud names from diagrams in the booklet with Lees's cloud slides. Closure to the session was obtained with all participants
creating clouds in bottles as described in the teacher's
guide (Fig. 1).
D. Hufford, Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), began the next session by providing a brief
history of the establishment of the ultraviolet index.
The inclusion of the UV index in weather reporting
was also covered in the background information. The
second portion of the session included the educational
initiatives of the EPA involving the UV index. The
session concluded with the distribution of print materials, posters, and a video entitled, Ozone: Double
Trouble, to each participant.
K. Ginger, AMS Education Office, Washington,
D.C., previewed the newest Project ATMOSPHERE
teacher's guide, entitled Highs and Lows. This guide
used a clever method of twisting your hand to illustrate both the horizontal and vertical motions of
weather systems. A clockwise and downward twist
represented a high pressure system, while a counterclockwise and upward twist represented a low pressure system. She then used the hand twist model as
the foundation to explain other weather-related characteristics (cloudiness and temperature) of highs and
lows. The elementary teachers present were very excited by this activity because they felt it was something
their students would be able to grasp immediately.
Since this was not the final version of the teacher's
guide, Ginger solicited input for improvement.

FIG. 1. R. Lees demonstrates the formation of a cloud in a bottle to several teachers during his workshop session on cloud
development.
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J. Snow, School of Meteorology, University of
Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma, presented a session
called "It's More than Frogs and Fishes: Fallout from
Tornadoes and Thunderstorms." He documented several cases of valuables that turned up as far away as
60 miles from their origins. Most of the documented
cases (190) were tornadoes of F4 intensity or greater.
It is believed that the fallout is related to storm
structure. As a part of this project, students from
Gainesville, Texas, had the task of collecting debris
from the tornadoes and locating the owners of the materials. Snow requested that teachers watch local
newspapers during the spring storm season for various items and report occurrences to the Tornado Debris Hotline.
E. Stallings, NWS Office of Hydrology, presented
an overview of the Hydrologic Services Program. He
described the need for public education on the dangers of flooding, considering that approximately 200
deaths per year are related to cars attempting to travel
through hazardous conditions. Stallings also noted the
negative economic effects associated with floods. He
then explained the mission of the Water Resources
Forecasting System, which provides advanced shortterm river and flood forecasts and warnings for the
protection of life and property. Through this system,
data are collected to determine storage in snow, ice
packs, lakes, and soils that can be used for extendedrange forecasts. He closed by suggesting the need to
educate the public, beginning in schools, as a critical
step to save life and property.
C. Nellis, regional coordinator for the Virginia
Department of Emergency Services, presented a session entitled "School Emergency Planning." Nellis
shared his emergency plan proposal for Madison
County, Virginia. He stressed the importance of having a current school emergency plan to cover severe
weather and other critical situations. Nellis said that
for an emergency plan to be effective, all school personnel, students, and parents must receive training on
how to implement the plan before a crisis occurs.
c. Concurrent sessions II
J. Scialdone, atmospheric science coordinator for
Hughes-STX Corporation, described the Global
Change Master Directory. Global climate change has
emerged as a topic of major significance in understanding the earth system. To enhance knowledge of
the earth system, Hughes-STX has assimilated a global climate database communication network with
contributions by federal agencies, universities, and
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foreign countries. Scialdone demonstrated how to
access these databases and suggested how teachers
might use such information in the classroom.
R. Holle, meteorologist from the National Severe
Storms Laboratory (NSSL), Norman, Oklahoma, presented the statistics, situations, and impacts of lightning on people and property based on recent studies
conducted at NSSL. Holle then related several anecdotal accounts of lightning casualties. He also outlined
a lightning safety plan for the educators to apply to their
schools. Holle concluded this well-attended program
with an extensive, lively question and answer session.
D. McManus, curriculum specialist for AMS, conducted a session on ocean waves. McManus opened the
session with slides of beach structures destroyed by
waves due to a severe winter cyclone. He then demonstrated two new activities to be included in an upcoming Maury Project teacher's guide. The first provided
hands-on instruction on the characteristics of ocean
waves (e.g., wave speed, wavelength, and period). The
second was a demonstration of the motion of the water
as the wave propagates through it (Figs. 2 and 3) These
activities helped to build a sea level perspective on the
characteristics of ocean waves and water motion.
J. Matkins, Virginia AERA, presented information
related to the Andover tornado of 26 April 1991. After viewing several sequential video clips of the
Andover tornado, persons attending the session
worked through the tornado tracking activity in the
Project ATMOSPHERE hazardous weather teacher's
guide. During this session, S. Zubrick, scientific operations officer for the Washington D.C. National
Weather Service Forecast Office, H. Robinson of

FIG. 2. D. McManus, AMS educational specialist, assists
teachers with calculations of wave properties during his session
on ocean waves.
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the National Weather Service, and other meteorologists added personal information about this particular tornadic event. Teachers learned that this tornado
was one of the first to be tracked by Doppler radar.
Matkins compared the Andover event to the Petersburg, Virginia, tornadic outbreak of August 1993, and
Zubrick provided additional insights into the nature
of multiple vortex events.
L. Harrell, Virginia AERA, discussed several ways
that simple instruments can motivate students to study
and be more aware of the weather. As a motivational
activity, participants used balloons and skewers to illustrate the tilt of the earth. Information was made
available for making a simple anemometer.
J. Koester, Maryland AERA, presented the severe
winter storms segment of the Project ATMOSPHERE
teacher's guide entitled Hazardous Weather. The major components of East Coast winter storms were incorporated into an activity that contained data from the
Veterans' Day Storm of 10-11 November 1987 and
the Storm of the Century of 12-15 March 1993. Surface temperature data, snowfall accumulations, radar
images, and satellite sequences of 3-5 February 1995
were also incorporated into the activity. The session
concluded with participants receiving several resource
items to enhance their teaching of severe winter storms.
L. Chesneau, NWS Marine Forecasting Branch,
emphasized the importance of hazardous weather
awareness for those on the oceans. Oceangoing vessels transport a major portion of products used every
day. The merchant marine also provides crucial support in the transportation of troops and weaponry for
the U.S. military. He pointed out the differences between land-based and ocean-based forecast needs,
including the need for longer-term advance warning
of events. Centralization of weather forecast services
needs to be done in such a way that the specific meteorological forecasting needs of ocean travel are not
neglected. To this end, NOAA works with the Maritime Institute of Technology and Graduate Studies to
provide a course for ships' pilots on heavy weather
avoidance. Another aspect of aid for those guiding
ships across ocean waters is the computerized Integrated Marine Decision Support System. This array
of computer programs provides a display of accessed
long-range forecasts, analyses of routing, and guidance options based upon weather forecasts and economic considerations. Participants gained an understanding of the importance of marine systems not only
to the economic health but also to the defense capabilities of the United States.
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R. Meiggs and M. Scarzello presented an overview
of the amateur weather group, International Weather
Watchers (IWW). They shared with participants the
publication Weather Watcher Review, which was an
outgrowth of the interest of many persons from varied backgrounds who all enjoy weather. The journal
provides articles of weather interest and an outlet for
listing weather observations of members. The group
offers publications and annual meetings for all who
wish to participate in IWW activities.
H. Robinson, NWS Office of Meteorology, gave a
unique presentation entitled "Numerical Forecasting
the Temperature of a Coffee Cup." Numerical weather
prediction is a central component of modern weather
forecasting yet it is also a very difficult concept to
grasp. Robinson offered teachers a simple experiment
utilizing a cup of coffee to understand how to model
atmospheric processes. This exercise is a good application of both mathematics and science. One major
difference between this activity and actual weather
forecasting is that this activity forecasts in time only,
while actual weather forecasts include changes in both
time and space.
L. Tarleton, NWS Office of Hydrology, described
heavy precipitation events. She started by clarifying
the concept of a 100-year flood event. Next, Tarleton
described flash floods, noting their seriousness in the
West, especially in southwestern Arizona where her
research was focused. Engineers need to assess the
risk of dam overflow and breakage, bridge heights,
and culvert sizes and capabilities. They depend upon
the NWS giving accurate historical information and
reliable predictions and the likelihood of future
events. Tarleton then showed an excellent video

FIG. 3. Two teachers examine the motion of surface waves
using a simple model made of paper towel rolls and yarn.
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called The Power of Water, distributed by the Arizona
Floodplain Management Association. One significant
aspect of the video was a depiction of the ways people
delude themselves about the danger of driving
through patches of road with high water. Finally,
Tarleton showed teachers how to construct a fog
bottle using a glass vinegar bottle with one side
painted black, rubber tubing, and a stopper. By blowing into the bottle, one could increase pressure, and
by releasing the pressure, fog would form. Using a
flashlight to visualize the fog, one could see the actual fog droplets.
d. Panel discussion
As part of the lunch break, there was a panel discussion, entitled "Partnership for Lifelong Weather
Education." R. Gird, NOAA/NWS, served as moderator for the panel, which included E. Friday, R. Holle,
J. Matkins, and R. Lees.
Friday discussed the modernization of the National
Weather Service (Fig. 4), with particular emphasis on
new technological developments such as the WSR88D Doppler weather radar and the automated surface
observation system. In addition, he noted two important positions within the NWS structure: scientific operations officer (SOO) and warnings coordination meteorologist (WCM). The SOO serves as a liaison between operational forecasters and the scientific re-

FIG. 4. E. Friday, assistant administrator for Weather Services,
NOAA/NWS, addresses participants on modernization of the
weather services during the panel discussion.
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search community; the WCM provides public outreach on meteorological phenomena and services.
Holle described a program called "Stormy Weather."
This is a traveling interactive museum display that is
jointly sponsored by the Smithsonian Institute, the
NOAA National Severe Storms Laboratory, the St.
Louis Science Center, and the Franklin Institute.
The two AERAs provided teacher perspectives on
educational partnerships. Matkins related several personal anecdotes on how hazardous weather has affected her and her family. Matkins noted the importance of being able to connect weather and people's
everyday lives. Lees described the role of Project
ATMOSPHERE in changing his attitude toward
teaching about weather. He encouraged partnerships
between AERAs and WCMs and teaching meteorology across the curriculum as a mechanism to promote
weather education (Fig. 5).
This panel discussion provided an excellent opportunity for the panel participants to share their perspectives on severe weather events. In addition, the panelists related their personal experiences, giving teachers insights into how to teach about such atmospheric
phenomena.
e. Concurrent sessions III
F. Vann, North Carolina AERA, and T. DeVore,
West Virginia AERA, presented the Project

FIG. 5. R. Lees, New Jersey AERA, describes partnerships
between AERAs with NWS WCMs, during his segment of the
panel discussion.
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ATMOSPHERE teacher's guide entitled Weather
Studies with Newspapers. This guide demonstrates
how the weather page from USA Today can be used
for teaching weather in the classroom. Participants
were instructed on how to identify temperature patterns on their own individual maps.
M. Rosenthal demonstrated DataStreme, a pilot
project supported by the American Meteorological Society, The Weather Channel (TWC), and WSI Corporation. DataStreme is an innovative way of delivering real-time weather data to the classroom. Most
precollege classrooms are not equipped with Internet
connections, but many have access to cable TV. With
DataStreme, weather data are inserted in the vertical
blanking interval of TWC's television signal and delivered to classrooms via cable TV where the data are
automatically stored in a computer. When a teacher
enters the classroom in the morning, current weather
data are already there without requiring the use of a
telephone. Rosenthal concluded his session with examples of how teachers at 57 national test sites have
used this program, from second grade classes in Texas
to physics classes in New Jersey.
D. McManus presented a second activity under
development for the Maury Project entitled "Storm
Tides." The session began with a slide presentation
of winter tidal damage to homes on the Atlantic Ocean
in Virginia Beach, Virginia. An explanation of the
Moon's gravitational interaction with the Earth's
water surface and other factors was provided as background for the activity. The goal of the activity was
to build an astronomical perspective of tides based on
the theoretical difference between the Sun-based day
and the Moon-based tidal day. Using diagrams and
transparency pictures, participants were able to predict when high and low tides would occur. Participants
concluded the activity by graphing their predictions
and then using the information to describe why the
times of high tide change from one day to the next.
B. Smith described the threats of thunderstorms and
lightning, which are common in the lives of both students and adults. Smith highlighted two signs that a
thunderstorm may be approaching: 1) a weather map
indicates that a front is nearby and 2) a gust front
moves through the area. To enhance understanding of
the role of each component in a thunderstorm and the
process of thunderstorm development, Smith had the
participants assume the roles of the various parts of a
thunderstorm. Each group was given a set of index
cards that listed phenomena associated with a thunderstorm (e.g., hail, gust front, or updraft) and a thunBulletin of the American Meteorological
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derstorm diagram from the Project ATMOSPHERE
hazardous weather teacher's guide. Groups then decided how each member was going to role play a part
of the thunderstorm. The most popular parts are the
gust front, the updraft, and hailstones. A good time
was had by all, but, more importantly, each participant understood their role as it fit within the context
of the thunderstorm. The USA Today Weather Book
overhead set by J. Williams was demonstrated, as it
graphically illustrates the conditions that lead to severe weather, such as an approaching squall line. The
Everyday Weather Project video on thunderstorms
reinforced instructional points. Ideas flowed between
the instructor and the participants as to how to stress
the importance of thunderstorms, downdrafts, and
microbursts to students.
R. Britt, an amateur storm chaser and a Richmond,
Virginia, local AMS chapter member, entertained the
crowd of two dozen attendees with his dry wit and
spectacular 35-mm slides and videos of chasing thunderstorms and tornadoes. He has witnessed firsthand
many of the more famous tornado events including
the Binger, Oklahoma (the first tornado ever detected
by Doppler weather radar), and the Andover, Kansas,
tornadoes. Britt also showed a spectacular time-lapse
sequence of slides that clearly show a downburst from
the base of a thunderstorm. He concluded his presentation with three of his extensive collection of chase
videos and by fielding questions from the crowd.
S. Smith, Techniques Development Laboratory,
NWS Office of Systems Development, discussed the
use of integrated datasets in thunderstorm forecasting.
Smith shared datasets related to positive and negative
lightning strokes and to polarity switches, which have
been observed to precede tornadic outbreaks. Such
technology represents significant advances by NWS
to improve thunderstorm forecasting.
The capabilities of the WSR-88D radar was the
subject of the presentation by S. Zubrick, scientific
operations officer at the NWS forecast office in Sterling, Virginia. Zubrick opened with a brief overview
of the Doppler radar, its operating principle, and its
scanning characteristics. He then focused on several
case studies that illustrated the value of the new radar system. Each case study featured spectacular sequences of reflectivity and Doppler velocity images.
In a typical East Coast winter storm, the rain/snow
changeover line was indicated by a marked increase
in reflectivity. The outflow boundary of a thunderstorm cell converged with another outflow boundary
initiating secondary cell development. Zubrick's dis121
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cussion of the 28 August 1993 severe weather episode
over the mid-Atlantic region focused on the radar's
ability to identify mesocyclones and forecast the tracks
of thunderstorm cells. Special emphasis was placed
on the Doppler tornado vortex signature that preceded
the West Friendship, Maryland, tornado.
J. Moore, New Jersey AERA, focused on several
lessons in the Project ATMOSPHERE teacher's guide
Water Vapor and the Water Cycle. Water vapor imagery was compared and contrasted to visible and infrared imagery. The lessons provided teachers with
ideas on how to demonstrate the ability of the atmosphere to hold water vapor. In addition, satellite imagery demonstrated that water vapor plumes appear
as "rivers in the sky," which impact the planet's water budget and contribute to precipitation.
f . Closing plenary session
J. Koester gave closing remarks to the participants.
This included an expression of appreciation for the
support of the National Weather Service, NOAA, the
American Meteorological Society, and especially to
I. Geer, director of Project ATMOSPHERE. Koester
observed that it is through the efforts of persons such
as the teachers in attendance at the Hazardous Weather
Conference and concerned organizations and individuals that meteorological topics are becoming a
focus for improvement in education beyond the science curriculum.
Following Koester's remarks, a wide array of door
prizes were distributed. Many teachers received prizes
that would contribute immediately to the meteorological information available to their students, including
software, books, videos, and posters. Contributions of
materials and door prizes from both the public and
private sector were themselves an example of how
industry and the federal scientific community are interested in encouraging quality education.

teorologists from both the private and public sectors.
Cultivating such partnerships enables teachers to draw
upon the resources and expertise of these individuals to
improve the quality of classroom instruction. It is these
types of educational partnerships that are invaluable for
the enhancement of science education in this country.
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3. Closing remarks
The mid-Atlantic AERAs have had remarkable
success reaching their colleagues with their annual
Hazardous Weather Conferences. In the past 2 years they
have been able to provide valuable meteorological instruction on a variety of topics pertaining to hazardous
weather events for nearly 300 teachers from eight states.
Equally important are the valuable partnerships that
evolve as a result of these conferences. Teachers are
brought into contact with operational and research me122
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